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Abstract. Time variations of elemental concentrations and their abnormalities due to breast cancer have been observed along
single hair strands by X-ray fluorescence excited by synchrotron radiation. The renal-controlled elements Ca, Sr, S, K, Cl, Br
and P have upper and lower levels associated with gating and closing of ion channels in the hair-making cells. The Ca lower
level is normal. In cases of Ca deficiency, with a decrease from the normal, store-operated Ca channel gating occurs so as
to keep the hair Ca at the normal, and paradoxically high Ca levels near or at the upper level are produced by PTH-operated
channel gating of the cells. Chronic Ca deficiency shows a temporal pattern along the hair consisting of a long-term duration
of the upper [Ca] level, 10-month long decay to the lower level and abrupt increase to the upper level. The observation for hair
from breast-cancer patients also shows the upper Ca level for the time period well before detection, and suggests that cancer
is always generated at the long-lasting [Ca] upper level and the hair [Ca] decreases gradually toward the lower level with the
cancer growth. This decay of [Ca] is accompanied by those of [Sr] and [K]. Their different decay forms can be explained by
parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHrP) in serum secreted from the cancer having 150 times longer dwell time on the PTH
receptors than that of PTH. Patient hair has a memory for the entire cancer process from the state before cancer generation,
and the pattern can be distinguished from concentration variation due to the chronic Ca deficiency without cancer, leading to a
criterion for cancer detection by the ratio of [Sr]/[Ca]. The hair analysis is useful for early detection of cancer.
Keywords: Hair and serum elements, Ca deficiency, ion channels, PTH, PTHrP, breast cancer, Sr/Ca ratio

1. Introduction
Cancer is known as a distinct type of genetic disease from the accumulation of several mutations [1].
As an initial or boundary condition for this genetic principle, relations between Ca metabolism and
cancer incidence should be investigated, since Ca ion is a messenger in the universal cellular signal
transduction. Epidemiological investigations have been carried out for effects of Ca intake on cancer
with positive [2] and negative [3] results. Various studies on animal models with dietary Ca restriction
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have shown an abnormal Ca metabolism termed “Ca paradox”. These studies and epidemiological investigations have led to abnormal calcium being identified as an origin of various diseases [4]. Because
calcium irregularities such as calcified cysts have been noted in breast-cancer patients, it seemed likely
to expect calcium abnormalities in other tissue. To give decisive evidence for such hypotheses, we need
a new method to detect disorders of Ca homeostasis over the long term cancer process.
It has been shown in the previous paper [5] that X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA) along a single hair
strand from a healthy subject reveals homeostasis that keeps the normal [Ca] level from root to tip over
a long term more than 6 months (hair growth rate of 1 cm/month). However, hair from general subjects
has two separate levels of concentration [Ca]H ; the upper level is 5 times higher than the lower normal
level. Content of an element in hair growing in a steady state must be equal to its inflow into the hair
matrix cells via hair papilla (hair-making cells, HM cells) from serum. By this principle of “the inflowoutflow equality”, the upper level and lower level of hair [Ca]H correspond to gating and closing of Ca
ion channels in the HM cells, respectively. The Ca channel gating is considered to be regulated by the
parathyroid hormone (PTH) secreted with Ca deficiency [4,6]. Concentration variations from hair root to
tip for breast-cancer patients suggest that cancer is generated during the long-lasting upper level of hair
[Ca]H which decreases toward the lower level with the cancer growth [5]. In the previous work [5], this
decay of [Ca]H was explained as concentration increase of parathyroid hormone related peptide (PTHrP)
secreted from the cancer cells by assuming that PTHrP has no action to Ca channels in cells.
However, the PTH receptors bind both PTH and PTHrP with high structural homology. PTH is a
single chain polypeptide that comprises 84 amino acids [7]. PTHrP mainly consists of fragments of great
variety, although there are intact forms such as PTHrP1-139 [7]. Both PTH and PTHrP are expected to
have the same action in cells by the high homology in their structure and their binding with the receptors.
Both functional homology and antagonism between PTH and PTHrP have been studied and still remain
an important issue [8]. Here, the unique concentration variations of elements in hair due to breast cancer
will be explained as a competitive process between PTH and PTHrP having greatly different dwell times
on their common receptors. The purpose of the present paper is to clarify why cancer in the initial stage
can be detected by the hair analysis and to establish the hair analysis as a new diagnosis for cancer.
2. Samples and method
All the hair and blood samples were collected after informed consent was obtained at the related
hospitals and the departments in accordance with ethical standards. Some of the samples were used in
the previous work [5].
X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA) of the hair samples was carried out using synchrotron radiation at
the Photon Factory (PF) BL4A beamline in the same way as the previous paper [5]. Excitation energy
was 17.4 keV (0.71 Å). The hair was suspended into the X-ray beam in vacuum. Since hair grows with a
rate of 1 cm per month, time variation of concentration can be observed by scanning along a hair strand.
To observe frequent transients between the upper and lower levels of hair [Ca], a focussing beam with
a width of 50 μm was used. This width corresponds to hair growth for 4 hours. For all other analyses
(Figs 2–7) a beam size of 0.5 × 1.4 mm was used, corresponding to 5 days of hair growth.
3. Concentration relations between serum and hair
The relations between the apparent elemental concentrations in dried serum and hair were given in the
previous paper [6]. The results are summarized here.
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Generally, an element X in serum exists in two phases as atoms in or bound to the protein molecules
and as ions in the liquid. The total concentration [X]S in dried serum is expressed as,
[X]S = [X]I + [X]P

(1)

where [X]I and [X]P are derived from serum X ions and X atoms in serum protein, respectively. By the
principle of the inflow-outflow equality, hair [X]H concentrations are divided into two levels depending
on whether the ion channels of element X are gating or closing in the “hair-making cells” (HM cells) of
hair root. The nomenclature for concentration of element X is listed as follows:
[X]S is the concentration in dried serum.
[X]P is the protein-bound concentration in dried serum, after subtracting the X ions.
[X]I is the ion concentration given by [X]I = [X]S − [X]P .
[X]H is the concentration in hair.
[X]HO is the hair concentration in the case of the gating (open) ion channels of cells.
[X]HC is the hair concentration in the case of the closing ion channels of cells.
To obtain [X] independently of specimen thickness, we use the relative concentrations defined by
log[X] = log P − log S = log(P/S),

(2)

where P is the XFA peak height for element X, and S is the background due to X-rays scattered by the
sample in FXA. The relations between [X]H and [X]S obtained in the previous paper [6] are listed in
Table 1.
The main element Ca has its standard of log[X]P = log[X]H = logP –logS = log10, and, similarly,
the observed value log[Cu]H = [logP –logS ]H is normalized so as to have the standard [Cu]H = 10 by
log[Cu]H = [log P − log S]H /([log P − log S]S )st ,

(2N)

using the standard ([log P − log S]S )st for dried serum.
There are many kinds of ion channels and receptors, possibly including ones presently unknown.
Some of the receptors are associated with channel gating. For the Ca2+ ions, the signaling and PTHoperated channels are different, and the Ca upper level [Ca]HO is probably associated with gating of
L-type channels. Furthermore, sulphate ion channels have not yet been reported, although the upper
[S]HO and lower [S]HC level of hair were observed [6]. (The XF method does not discriminate among
S species.) Therefore, this work is a phenomenological study without identifying what kinds of ion
channels and receptors are involved. In the basic concept, the channel gating takes place to produce a
short pulsed inflow into the cell each time when the messenger protein binds with one of the associated
receptors of the cell. This event occurs so frequently with a high concentration of the messenger protein
as to accumulate the ion inflows so that the intracellular ion concentration [X]CI reaches the serum ion
concentration [X]I . Since the [X]CI is kept at the serum [X]I by the channel flow, we have the [X]HO
determined by [X]I , as seen in Table 1.
4. PTH processes with Ca deficiency
Ca deficiency observed by the hair analysis has been classified into 4 types [6]: “EE type” as the
normal (Ca Ever Enough to have the normal hair [Ca]H = 10 with closing Ca2+ channels in membrane),
“DA type” having a [Ca]H <
∼ 10 with Ca Deficiency to deviate toward Acidosis [Cl]H = [Br]H > 10,
“DO type” with Ca Deficiency having an Overplus [Ca]H = [Sr]H >
∼ 10 (Ca channel closing) and [Cl]H =
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Table 1
Relations between hair [X]H and dried serum [X]S of element X defined by Eq. (2)
[Fe]S = [Fe]P
[Fe]H = [Fe]P = 15
(3)
[Cu]S = [Cu]P
[Cu]H = [Cu]P = 20
(4)
[Zn]S = [Zn]P
[Zn]H = [Zn]2P = 400
(5)
[S]P = [S]I
[S]HC = [S]P = 20
(6)
[S]HO = (1/2)[S]2I = 200
[Ca]P = [Ca]I
[Ca]HC = [Ca]P = 10
(8)
[Ca]HO = (1/2)[Ca]2I = 50
[Sr]P = [Sr]I
[Sr]HC = [Sr]P = 10
(10) [Sr]HO = (1/2){[Sr]P + [Sr]I }2 = 200
[Cl]P = 0.04[Cl]I
[Cl]HC = [Cl]P = 10
(12) [Cl]HO = {2[Cl]I }1/2 = 22
[Br]P = 0.04[Br]I
[Br]HC = [Br]P = 10
(14) [Br]HO = {2[Br]I }1/2 = 22
[K]S = [K]I
[K]HC = 7.1[K]S = 300 (16)
1/2
[P]P = [P]I = (1/4)[P]S [P]HC  10
(17) [P]HO = 5 [P]I = 5
[X]S is the concentration in dried serum.
[X]P is the protein-bound concentration in dried serum, after subtracting the X ions.
[X]I is the ion concentration given by [X]I = [X]S − [X]P .
[X]H is the concentration in hair.
[X]HO is the hair concentration in the case of the gating (open) ion channels of cells.
[X]HC is the hair concentration in the case of the closing ion channels of cells.

(7)
(9)
(11)
(13)
(15)
(18)

[Br]H < 10 (a deviation to alkalosis) by bone resorption, “DE type” having Ca Deficiency for Excitation
of channel gating, causing intermittent channel closing and gating, and “LD type” with Long-term Ca
Deficiency to continue Ca channels gating.
Ca sufficiency produces the hair normal [Ca]H = 10 of Eq. (8) in Table 1. Both the ranges of [Ca]H
<
∼ 10 and [Ca]H >
∼ 10 are due to Ca deficiency with deviations toward acidosis and alkalosis, respectively [6]. In a range of [Ca]H <
∼ 10 (by PTH), store-operated Ca channel gating occurs so as to adjust
the intracellular [Ca2+ ] for maintaining the normal [Ca]H = 10. In this case, hepatocytes and erythrocytes act properly to make [Cu]H and [Ti]H normal and to keep the equality of [Cl]H = [Br]H (simple
deviation of serum pH), respectively. DE and LD types have a [Ca]H ∼50 near or at the upper level
with PTH-operated Ca channel gating and show abnormally high [Cu]H and/or [Ti]H and the inequality
[Cl]H < [Br]H (disordered chloride shift). For the Cl deficiency (alkalosis), there are two types of relation between Cl and Br; one is “compensation type” with the Cl deficiency accompanied by Br increase
([Cl]H < 10 < [Br]H ), and the other “independent type” keeping the normal [Br] ([Cl]H < [Br]H =
10) [6].
4.1. Store-operated Ca channel gating
Using the 50-μm-wide excitation beam, a hair root was analyzed with an interval of 50 μm along the
hair shaft as shown in Fig. 1. As time progresses from right to left, the higher [Ca]H is decreasing toward
and then maintaining the normal [Ca]H = 10, with variation of [Sr]H . Since the inequality [Ca]H <
[Sr]H is produced by Ca channel gating ([Ca]H = [Sr]H for channel closing), it is seen that the channel
gating takes place for the continuation of [Ca]H = 10 by an internal signal in the HM cell, i.e., storeoperated Ca channel gating. During the period of [Ca]H = 10, the [P]H is at the upper level and the [Cl]H
is low ([Cl]H = [Br]H < 10) indicating bone resorption and [Ca2+ ] overplus in serum (DO type) [6].
The factors keeping [K]H normal and improving [S]H to the normal level are due to the adjustment of
intracellular [Ca2+ ] by the store-operated channel gating.
Such store-operated Ca channel gating occurs also for DA type having [Ca]H < 8 [6] without bone
resorption ([P]H ∼5). There are many cases of [Ca]H << 10 where the normal [Ca]H = 10 is not
achieved even with store-operated channel gating.
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Fig. 1. Store-operated Ca channel gating observed for a male subject by XFA using a 50-µm-wide excitation beam. As time
progresses from right to left, the higher [Ca]H is decreasing and then keeping the normal [Ca]H = 10 with variation of [Sr]H by
Ca channel gating. The deviation toward alkalosis with [Cl]H = [Br]H < 10 indicates bone resorption with the upper level [P]H
>10. [K] is kept at the normal [K] ∼ 300, and [S] is decreasing toward the normal [S] = 20. The [Cu] is shown with the
H
H
H
H
H
∼
normalized values by Eq. (2N). (Colours are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

4.2. LD type: PTH-operated Ca channel gating
LD type is a chronic Ca deficiency having Ca channel gating for a long term. Typical examples are
shown with two female subjects in Fig. 2. A single hair strand from each was analysed from root to tip;
hair [Ca]H and [Sr]H gradually increase with distance from the root and reach their upper levels, [Ca]H =
50 and [Sr]H = 200 (See Table 1), respectively, and these levels in the tip part correspond to chronic
Ca deficiency (for more than 6 months). Each of the [Ca]H and [Sr]H profiles is the same for both the
subjects; by moving one of them horizontally, they can be superimposed.
The [Sr]H and [Ca]H curves are parallel to each other in all the range of the variation from the lower
to upper level. Their vertical distance is given by Eq. (11)–Eq. (9) from Table 1, i.e.,
log[Sr]HO − log[Ca]HO = 2 log {1 + [Sr]P /[Sr]I } = log 4,

using log[Sr]I = log[Ca]I by the definition of Eq. (2), the proportionality of [Sr] with [Ca] and
[Sr]P ∼[Sr]I . This distance in a logarithmic scale is equivalent to a ratio of [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4. As seen
from Fig. 2, the ratio is kept at
[Sr]H /[Ca]H = [Sr]HO /[Ca]HO = 4

(19)

in the entire range of the concentration change except the vicinity of the root where [Ca]H = [Sr]H ∼10
at recovery. Hereafter, the value of log[Sr]H –log[Ca]H will be referred to as a “Sr/Ca ratio”.
Figure 2 shows that the recovery from the upper to lower level of [Ca]H takes 10 months. This 10month decay might suggest a large amount of Ca and Sr accumulated in the HM cells thorough their
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Fig. 2. Process of long-term Ca deficiency (LD type) observed along a single hair strand for the two females labelled “C” and
“T” (ages of 41 and 39). In the tip part, the upper level [Ca]H = 50 continues for more than 6 months by the Ca inflow into the
cells through gaiting Ca channels. Then, the [Ca]H decreases toward the lower level with the common form “10-month decay”
by a slow decrease in gating frequency caused by the gradual decrease of serum [PTH]. The [Ca]H and [Sr]H curves are parallel
with a vertical distance of log[Sr]H –log[Ca]H = log([Sr]H /[Ca]H ) = log4 in all the range of [Ca]H > 10. The liver function to
excrete excess Cu or Ti into bile is deteriorated by the Ca inflows into the hepatocytes; [Cu]H remains high, and [Ti]H is at the
noise level for “C” (LD-Cu type), while “T” (LD-Ti type) has higher [Ti]H in comparison with [Cu]H . Both have the alkalosis
of compensation type with [Cl]H < 10 < [Br]H and change to DE type with [Cl]H = [Br]H at the end of the process near the
root. The [Cu]H , [Ti]H , [Cl]H and [Br]H start to recover after the [Ca]H decreases to the normal. Note that “T” shows an abrupt
transition to the Ca upper level at the root. The [Cu]H is shown with the normalization by Eq. (2N). (Colours are visible in the
online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

long-lasting ion channel gating. However, it was found that Ca supplementation (Ca 900 mg/day for
10 days) [5] in the LD-type process made hair [Ca]H to decrease to less than the standard [Ca]HC <
10 by closing the Ca channels. Therefore, the Ca accumulation in the body is not responsible for the
10-month decrease. It is more likely due to a slow decrease in the frequency of Ca channel gating by
gradual decrease of serum [PTH].
The Ca inflow into cells in LD type has various effects on cell functions. Most of metal elements are
under homeostatic control by the liver which excretes their excess into bile. This function is decreased by
the Ca channel inflows into the hepatocytes. In fact, together with [Ca]H at the upper level, many small
peaks of various metals (Cr, Ni, Mn, Pb, etc.) appear in the XFA spectra of hair, although not seen here
for EE and DA types. Among them, very high [Cu]H and/or [Ti]H values are seen with [Ca]H = 50 and
[Sr]H = 200; they are referred to as “LD-Cu type” and “LD-Ti type” labelled “C” and “T” in Fig. 2. Both
the subjects have fatty liver caused by the long-lasting Ca (Sr) inflows into the cells (adipocytes [4]).
LD-type subjects are in alkalosis with the inequality [Cl] < [Br] [6]. In Fig. 2, both the subjects are
a “compensation type”; the LD-Cu type labelled “C” maintains a large separation of [Cl]H and [Br]H ,
[Cl]H  10 vs. [Br]H = 160, in all the decay process from the duration of [Ca]H = 50 to the normal
value [Ca]H = 10. The high [Br]H value is due to compensation for the Cl deficiency, and [Br]H =
160 is calculated to correspond to about 1% of the normal [Cl]I , although it is far from the complete
compensation. Near the root, when [Ca]H recovers to the normal value, the equality [Cl]H = [Br]H
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Fig. 3. The [Ca]H profiles observed for LD-type subjects with the long-term Ca deficiency. Although most of the hair samples
are too short to observe the entire process, they have the same decay form, independently of ages. In the bracket of each label,
the number indicates age, and M and F stand for the sexes. LD type, in many cases, has a long-term cycle of [Ca]H to repeat a
series of the [Ca]H upper level, “10-month decay” to the normal lower level, and abrupt transition to the upper level via a DE
type for a new cycle. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

appears at the Cl (Br) upper level [Eqs (13) and (15) in Table 1] (low [Cl] in serum). The long-term
lasting inequality of [Cl]H << [Br]H indicates that almost all the process is due to Ca channel gating by
the serum PTH.
The LD-Ti type labelled “T” also shows a similar process with a separation of [Br]H and [Cl]H , though
their levels are lower. In the region of about 2 months near the root, the [Ca]H is less than the normal,
and [Cl]H exceeds the normal level with [Cl]H = [Br]H , indicating DA type [5,6]. At the root, the [Ca]H
increases abruptly toward the upper level by Ca channel gating, again.
The decay profiles of [Ca]H are common among LD-type subjects, independent of age, as seen from 9
subjects in an age range of 31∼84 in Fig. 3. Although most of the hair is not long enough to observe the
entire of decay curves, it is seen that all have the nearly equal gradient; although [Sr]H is not shown in
Fig. 3, the decay process was confirmed to have the ratio of [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4 and the inequality [Cl]H <
[Br]H seen in alkalosis. Two of the subjects show abrupt transition of [Ca]H from the lower to upper level
near the roots.
It is concluded from Figs 2 and 3 that LD type is a long-period cycle of Ca channel gating and closing
with the 10-month decay in serum [PTH]. The Ca inflow into cells through the long-lasting Ca channel
gating gradually relieves the Ca deficiency and decreases serum [PTH]. After recovering to the normal,
Ca deficiency starts again with a DA type and then proceeds further to give rise PTH-operated Ca channel
gating, and a new LD type.
The chronic Ca deficiency in LD type is probably due to slow bone resorption; if it responses to Ca
deficiency quickly, Ca channel gating should not take place and result in DA type, instead of LD type.
As will be described later, the upper level of [Ca]H has a risk for cancer generation.
5. Processes with PTHrP from breast cancer
Calcified lesions are detected for breast cancer by X-ray mammography. Therefore, hair from patients
is expected to reveal a parallel abnormal calcium distribution, or an abnormal Ca metabolism due to
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Fig. 4. History of [Ca]H observed along single hair strands of breast-cancer patients labelled CP1∼CP13. CP13 is that of Fig. 7
as the typical entire process. Cancer is present at the upper level [Ca]H = 50 due to Ca deficiency, and the [Ca]H decreases
gradually to the lower level with the cancer growth. CP9 having an intermediate [Ca]H value between the two levels at the
root is a patient with an early cancer detected by a periodic inspection. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

cancer. Figure 4 is the result of XFA for hair samples from 13 breast-cancer patients. The hair roots
usually show [Ca]H values of the lower level at the time of finding cancer; the [Ca]H increases with
distance from the root and reaches the upper level. It is assumed that the cancer is generated during the
term of the upper [Ca]H level by PTH-operated Ca channel gating of cells due to Ca deficiency, and the
[Ca]H decreases gradually toward the lower level with the cancer growth. The closer the [Ca]H value is
to the upper level, the earlier the stage of the cancer is; the patient labelled “CP9” had an early cancer
detected by a periodic diagnosis, showing an intermediate [Ca]H value between the two levels at the root.
The observation in Fig. 4 indicates cancer generation from the LD type. In comparison with LD type in
Fig. 2, hair from cancer patients shows a variety of [Ca]H decay forms, which are due to existence of
both PTH and PTHrP in the serum.
5.1. Long-term process of cancer growth
A patient happened to have undyed hair 40-cm long, long enough to observe the entire process of
breast-cancer recurrence in lymph nodes (after the cancer had been removed by an operation). The
[Sr]H , [Ca]H , [Cu]H , [Cl]H and [Br]H were measured along the single hair sample, as seen in Fig. 5. The
hair tip is of a DE type, and the hair [Sr]H and [Ca]H ([Cu]H ) have a steep increase to their upper level
from lower level. This upper level of an LD-Cu type is kept at [Ca]H = 50 for the initial two months,
lasting further for about 8 months with a slightly lower [Ca]H . This term is referred to as “LD-like” for
convenience sake and is followed by parallel decay of [Ca]H and [Cu]H differently from LD type (Fig. 2).
Then, a long plateau at an intermediate Ca level is seen for about 12 months, and the [Ca]H decreases
further toward the lower level.
The Sr/Ca ratio is the most important factor that distinguishes between LD type and cancer. When
all the cells have Ca channel gating by PTH, we have [Ca]H = 50 and [Sr]HO /[Ca]HO = 4 [Eq. (19)].
This state is ready for cancer generation. If all the cells have PTHrP from cancer on their receptors with
a long dwell time as will be measured later, Ca channel gating frequency becomes so negligible as to
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Fig. 5. Recurrence in lymph nodes nine years after surgical resection of breast cancer observed as variations of elemental levels
along a single hair strand from the patient. At the hair tip, [Ca]H transits from the lower level to upper level as a DE type,
and then has a 10-month-long term of LD and LD-like type with [Ca]H ∼50 and log[Sr]H –log[Ca]H = log([Sr]H /[Ca]H ) =
log4. The cancer may initiate the PTHrP secretion between the LD-like and LD type. The increase of the serum [PTHrP]
decreases the Ca inflow rate into the cells by the channel gating; the inflow rate balances with the Ca excretion rate into the
hair growing with [Ca]H = 50 at the end of the LD-like term. With the further growth of the cancer, both the [Ca]H and
[Sr]H /[Ca]H decrease. At the plateau region, 70% of cells have closing ion channels. Note that the recovering of [Cu]H and
[Cl]H (independent type) toward their normal values takes place simultaneously with the [Ca]H decay, indicating that the Ca
inflow into hepatocytes and erythrocytes are responsible for their functional deterioration. The [Cu]H values normalized by
Eq. (2N) agree with the [Ca]H values, showing their close relation. (Colours are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

be regarded as channel closing, and the ratio turns out to be [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 1 ([Ca]H = [Sr]H = 10).
Therefore, the cancer process must be 1 < [Sr]H /[Ca]H < 4. This change in ratio can be seen in Fig. 5;
the LD and LD-like periods show the ratio [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4, which decreases to [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 2.5 in
the plateau region. The ratio decreases further and becomes [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 1.1 at the root. The ratio
decreases with cancer growth.
The unique [Ca]H decay form seen in cancer may be attributable to the ratio between the numbers of
the cells with gating and closing Ca channels; the plateau level is calculated to be by about 70% of the
total cells having Ca channel closing [See Eq. (20)]. Therefore, deterioration of cell function by the Ca
inflow with [Ca]H = 50 may be reduced from LD type, as seen from the following examples for the
[Cu]H and [Cl]H .
In Fig. 5, the [Cu]H decreases parallel with the [Ca]H decay, differently from LD type. This observation
indicates that cancer acts to reduce the deterioration of liver function to excrete excess metals caused
by the Ca inflow into the hepatocytes. The parallel decay of [Cu]H and [Ca]H implies a close relation
between the cell function and intracellular [Ca]. Whereas, the LD-Cu type in Fig. 2 remains at the high
[Cu]H level until the [Ca]H lowers to the normal [Ca]H = 10.
From this point of view, we can expect a similar cancer effect on alkalosis; the patient in Fig. 5 shows
an independent-type alkalosis with [Br]H = 10 over the entire process, and it is seen that the [Cl]H
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Fig. 6. Rapid growth of breast cancer observed as variations of elemental levels along a single hair strand from the patient. The
Sr/Ca ratio is [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4 in the hair tip region and decreases rapidly to [Sr]H /[Ca]H ∼1.1 with cancer growth. (The tip part
was dyed and so gave no reliable information). The inequality [Br]H >> [Cl]H is of the type to compensate the low serum [Cl]
by the high [Br] (alkalosis). Note that the recovering of [Cu]H and [Cl]H toward the normal levels takes place simultaneously.
[K]H was too low to measure. The [Cu]H is normalized by Eq. (2N). After removing the cancer by an operation, hair Br recovers
to [Br]H = 10, but Cl still remains at [Cl]H = 2∼3. The FX spectra before and after removal of cancer are shown on the right
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increases nearly simultaneously with the parallel decay of [Ca]H and [Cu]H toward the plateau region.
This increase of [Cl]H by cancer leads to the conclusion that the alkalosis is due to the deterioration of
the chloride shift caused by the inflows of Ca ions into erythrocytes through the gating Ca channels [6].
5.2. Fast-growing cancer
In Fig. 6, a typical example of the compensation-type alkalosis can be seen for a breast-cancer patient
at the age of 35. Although the hair tip part was compromised by dying and gives no trustworthy information, probably the duration of [Ca]H = 50 and [Sr]H = 200 should be less than a few months. Near
the end of the upper [Ca]H level, the cancer is assumed to have been generated, and the steep descents
of [Ca]H and [Sr]H start with a ratio of [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4, which is decreased to [Sr]H /[Ca]H ∼1.1 near
the root. The cancer growth is so fast that it takes only 5 months from [Ca]H = 50 to [Ca]H = 10.
The [Br]H value exceeds its upper level ([Br]H = 22) and increases rapidly with the cancer growth. In
this case [Cl]H may be as low as [Cl]H ∼1 with no Cl peak seen beyond the noise level and shows an
alkalosis with [Cl]H < 10 < [Br]H . In the root region, the [Cl]H increases rapidly to [Cl]H = 10, and
the [Br]H reaches [Br]H = 280 which is calculated to compensate about 2% of the normal serum [Cl]S .
Approaching the root, the alkalosis is reduced as the cancer grows. Because of the compensation type,
the reduction in alkalosis is produced by an increase in the sum of [Cl]H + [Br]H . The high [Br]H values
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observed in Fig. 6 suggest that Br in the compensation type can move across the erythrocyte membrane
to participate in the chloride shift.
The decay curves of [Ca]H and [Sr]H are given by the ratio x of the number of cells with closing Ca
channels to the total cell number at the time. Since the proportion of cells with gating channels is (1 −x),
we have
[Ca]H = [Ca]HC x + [Ca]HO (1 − x)

(20)

[Sr]H = [Sr]HC x + [Sr]HO (1 − x),

(21)

and
where [Ca]HO = 50 by Eq. (9), [Sr]HO = 200 by Eq. (11), [Ca]HC = 10 and [Sr]HC = 10 by Eqs (8) and
(10) in Table 1.
At the position indicated by the vertical arrow “A” in Fig. 6, the observed curve gives [Ca]H = 24,
and then we have x = 0.65 from 10x + 50(1–x) = 24 by Eq. (20). Using this value of x, the [Sr]H is
calculated by Eq. (21) as 10 × 0.65 + 200 × (1–0.65) = 76, which agrees with the value pointed by
Arrow A. Similarly, the [Ca]H = 14 at the position pointed by Arrow B results in x = 0.9 and [Sr]H =
29 in good agreement with the observed value. The cancer process can be described by both Eqs (20)
and (21). The decay curve influenced by cancer is due to the ratio between the numbers of cells with
closing/gating Ca channels. The observed x value can be used for evaluation of cancer growth.
With 0 < x < 1, we have
1 < [Sr]H /[Ca]H < [Sr]HO /[Ca]HO = 4.

Distinction between LD type and cancer can be made by whether the decay process has [Sr]H /[Ca]H =
4 or 1 < [Sr]H /[Ca]H < 4. This cancer criterion should be used for a range of [Ca]H > 10, by avoiding
the range [Ca]H <
∼ 10 for store-operated Ca channel gating.
From Eqs (20) and (21), we have also
([Sr]H − [Sr]HC )/([Ca]H − [Ca]HC ) = ([Sr]HO − [Sr]HC )/([Ca]HO − [Ca]HC ).

(22)

Since [Ca]HC =0 and [Sr]HC =0, the cancer process recorded in hair is essentially different from that of
LD type by Eq. (19).
5.3. Enhanced serum protein: Immunoglobulin
An ideal example with a straight decay form in a logarithmic scale was encountered in the hair analysis
of a 46-year old breast-cancer patient as shown in Fig. 7. At the hair tip, the [Ca]H and [Sr]H transition
from the lower level to the upper level as a DE type. At this point, the subject was considered to be free
from cancer. The upper [Ca]H = 50 level lasts about 4 months. After the upper [Sr]H = 200 level lasting
1.5 months, the [Sr]H decreases to have a value of [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 3. With the cancer growth, each of the
[Ca]H and [Sr]H decays with a nearly constant gradient, approximated by a straight line. It is seen easily
from Fig. 7 that both the [Ca]H and [Sr]H satisfy the relation of Eq. (22).
The patient in Fig. 7 is classified as having the independent-type alkalosis, and the [Br]P should be
normal [Br]P = [Br]H = 10 even with Cl deficiency [Cl]H = [Cl]P < 10. The result [Br]H < 10 in Fig. 7
means an occurrence of dilution by increase in serum protein concentration. Since the dilution is the
same for the Sr, the observed value [Br]H = [Br]P = 7 in Fig. 7 gives [Sr]HO = (1/2){[Sr]P + [Sr]I }2 =
(7 + 10)2 /2 = 150 by Eq. (11) in good agreement with the decreased [Sr]H level. Even with [Ca]P = 7,
the upper Ca level is always at [Ca]H = 50 by the equilibrium with the homeostatic serum [Ca]I through
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the [Ca]H straight line by introducing a dwell time of PTHrP on the receptor 150 times longer than that of PTH and fits well
the [K]H measurement points marked with the diamonds. Without the limit of the serum [Ca2+ ] for the [Ca2+ ] accumulated in
cells by channel gating, the [Ca]H could have exceeded the upper [Ca]H = 50 level. Then, the decay line should be extrapolated
toward the point t = 0 of cancer generation at the initiation of the Ig formation, as shown by the dashed line. The cancer has
cell divisions of 6 cycles in the process, and the cancer size at t = 0 is estimated to be less than 1 mm. The straight decay of
[Ca]H means that the serum [PTHrP] at a time t is the amount accumulated from t = 0 [See Eq. (26)]. The low [Cl]H values
approaching noise level is due to the Ca inflows into the erythrocytes through the gating Ca channels which deteriorate the
chloride shift. The [Cl]H level then increases toward the normal value simultaneously with the recovering of [Cu]H regulated
by the liver function. The [Cu]H is shown with the normalization by Eq. (2N). (Colours are visible in the online version of the
article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/XST-140447)

the gating Ca2+ channels of the HM cells, and both the drops of [Br]H and [Sr]H are due to the dilution
effect by an increase of serum protein concentration. In general, increase of the total serum protein could
be expected from the formation of immune response proteins, such as immunoglobulin A. Therefore, the
observed result can be attributed to the formation of immunoglobulin induced by the cancer generation,
which lasts over the long process as seen from the term of [Br]H < 10.
5.4. Formulation of the Cancer process
The process in Fig. 7 can be formulated as a straight decay of [Ca]H (and [Sr]H ). Now we introduce
the dwell times τO and τC of PTH and PTHrP on their common receptors of cells, respectively. PTH
and PTHrP have the amino-terminal region with high structure homology and are expected to have the
same action on cell through the receptor. Every time when PTH or PTHrP binds to their receptor for
Ca channel gating, a pulsed Ca2+ inflow into the cell occurs. So, frequent channel gating builds the
intracellular [Ca2+ ] up to the serum concentration. The process starts from the Ca upper level with
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channel gating by PTH and then PTHrP is added by the cancer. With both [PTH] and [PTHrP] in serum,
the probabilities for a receptor to be occupied by PTH and PTHrP are given by τO [PTH]/(τO [PTH]
+ τC [PTHrP]) and τC [PTHrP]/(τO [PTH] + τC [PTHrP]), respectively. The PTHrP occupation may be
longer than the time required for building up the Ca accumulation for the upper level [Ca]H = 50 by the
channel gating with the frequent PTH stimulation. The time ratio between channel closing and gating
for a cell is equal to the number ratio between channel closing and gating cells, i.e.,
(τC [PTHrP])/(τO [PTH]) = x/(1 − x)

(23)

To find the ratio of τC /τO in dwell time, the [K]H was measured along the hair shaft, showing a decay form
different from those of [Sr]H and [Ca]H , as seen in Fig. 7. The tip part of hair is believed to correspond
to a cancer-free state, with the [K]H value as low as [K]H = 6 by the high [PTH] attributable to the Ca
deficiency until the cancer generation. After that, the [K]H decreases rapidly to noise level.
PTH (PTHrP) inhibits the H+ /Na+ exchange in the renal proximal convoluted tubular cells to cause
an increase of serum [H+ ] and a decrease of intracellular [K] by K+ /H+ exchange in cells. This deterioration in the renal H+ excretion occurs by binding PTH or PTHrP to the PTH/PTHrP common receptors
on the renal tubular cells [12]. If we assume that one event on the receptor results in one exchanging
H+ /K+ in cells, the decrease of [K]H is proportional to [PTH] (or [PTHrP]) in serum in a steady state
(the K is excreted from the serum to maintain electric neutrality). As illustrated in Fig. 7, the level of
[K]H = 6 is due to the reduction from the normal value [K]H = 300 by PTH secreted with the Ca deficiency, and the further decrease from [K]H = 6 is due to PTHrP secreted from the cancer. Then, by
putting [PTHrP]/[PTH] = (6–[K]H )/(300–6), we obtain
[K]H = 6 − (300 − 6)(τO /τC )x/(1 − x),

(24)

using x in the straight decay of [Ca]H in Fig. 7. The calculated curve [K]H with τC /τO = 150 fits well
with the point measurements. It is concluded that the large difference in dwell time between PTH and
PTHrP can make the early detection of cancer possible.
Dwell time τ is the reciprocal of the reaction rate given by Arrehenius’ equation:
1/τ = A exp(−E/kT ),

where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. The binding energy E with the receptors is
nearly the same between PTH and PTHrP by their high structural homology, but the frequency term A
depends strongly on the length of molecule. PTH is a single chain polypeptide that comprises 84 amino
acids. PTHrP occurs as fragments of great variety, although there are long molecules such as PTHrP1139. Therefore, the large difference in dwell time between PTH and PTHrP comes from the difference
in this frequency term. In fact, PTH must have a short dwell time to respond quickly to any variation in
[Ca]S , and the difference with PTHrP is reasonable.
Using Eq. (23), we can rewrite Eq. (20) as
[Ca]H = [Ca]P + {(1/2)[Ca]2I − [Ca]P }τO [PTH]/(τO [PTH] + τC [PTHrP]).

(25)

For a straight decay in a logarithmic coordinate, we must put
τO [PTH]/(τO [PTH] + τC [PTHrP]) = exp(−γt),

where γ is the gradient of the decay and t is a time from the cancer start of PTHrP secretion as illustrated
in Fig. 7. We rewrite this as
(τC [PTHrP])/(τO [PTH]) = exp(γt) − 1.

(26)
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The right side, exp(γt)–1, is the summation of a geometric series, 1 + 2 + 22 + 23 + · · · + 2n−1 =
2n −1 and indicates the cancer growth with the cell cycle time t0 given by exp(γt0) = 2. Therefore,
Eq. (26) gives the accumulative amount of PTHrP secreted from t = 0 to t. Since the cell number after
n divisions of a cancer cell is 2n , serum [PTHrP] can be considered to be proportional to the number of
the cancer cells at t (2n −1∼2n for a large n).
The time for t = 0 should be the point of the cancer generation. The intracellular [Ca2+ ] increases by
the accumulation of Ca inflow into the cells through the gating channels and is limited by the serum [Ca]I .
If the [Ca]I were higher, the [Ca]H could have exceeded the upper [Ca]H = 50 level. Then, the decay
line in Fig. 7 should be extrapolated as shown by the dashed line with assuming the cancer generation
at the initiation of the Ig formation. The cancer cell division cycles start at t = 0, t = t0 , t = 2t0 , t =
3t0 , t = 4t0 , · · · . Using Eq. (26), the cycle number can be calculated to be 6 times near the root, where
the number of the cancer cells is assumed to reach 30 million as a detectable size by the conventional
diagnosis. Then, the initial cell number must be one 64th of the reached size, i.e., 500 thousand (less
than 1-mm in size) at t = 0. If this is the critical size (nucleus) for cancer growth, the probability to
reach it is so low as to result in a single generation of cancer.
In conclusion, hair [Ca]H , [Sr]H and [K]H observed for a patient of breast cancer depend on [PTH]
and [PTHrP] in serum and can be explained by the hormones’ dwell time ratio τC /τO = 150 on the PTH
receptors. This large ratio of τC /τO may be responsible for both functional homology and antagonism
between PTH and PTHrP studied by other investigators [8]. The resulting change in the elemental composition of hair makes early cancer detection possible. In the example of Fig. 7, cancer might be detected
at 6–10 cm from the root.
5.5. Block diagram between hair elements and PTH/PTHrP
Finally, the relations between PTH/PTHrP and elemental concentrations in serum and hair are summarized in Fig. 8. Starting from the blood at the upper left corner of the figure, when serum [Ca] increases,
the thyroid gland secretes calcitonin acting to deposit Ca and P on bone. In response to drops in serum
[Ca] due to Ca deficiency, parathyroid hormone PTH is secreted and mobilizes Ca and P from the bone
into the serum. The PTH is systemic and activates the gating of Ca ion channels of cells to cause a
toxic inflow of Ca into the cells observed as hair Ca upper level [Ca]H = 50 (normal: [Ca]H = 10),
which deteriorates the function of hepatocytes to excrete excess metals and erythrocytes for the chloride
shift. Cancer is formed at the [Ca]H upper level with the Ca inflow into the cells. Cancer cells secrete
parathyroid hormone related peptide PTHrP which occupies the PTH/PTHrP common receptors of cells
with a much longer dwell time on the receptors than that of PTH. The longer dwell time of PTHrP
decreases the channel gating frequency to increase ion channel closing responsible for the [Ca]H decay
and [Sr]H /[Ca]H < 4 (= 4 for non-cancer). Therefore, the deterioration of cell functions as seen for the
[Cu]H and [Cl]H is reduced with the increase of [PTHrP]. Both PTH and PTHrP act on renal proximal
tubular cells through their common receptors to inhibit Na+ -dependent cotransport of anions (sulphate,
phosphate, amino acids, etc.) and Na+ /H+ exchange [12]. These inhibitions are responsible for [S]H =
200 (maximum) and extremely low [K]H .
Ca deficiency with bone resorption is classified as the DO type with Ca2+ and HPO2−
4 channel closing,
>
having [Ca]H = [Sr]H >
10
and
[P]
10
(deviated
to
Alkalosis
[Cl]
=
[Br]
<
10) as inserted in
∼
H ∼
H
H
Fig. 8. Hypercalcemia accompanying cancer has a very high [Ca]H > 100 [5] which is considered to be
due to a DO type.
The cause of such bone resorption is inferred to be by serum [PTHrP] increased with cancer growth
as follows: The renal Ca reabsorption by PTH action is inhibited by the PTHrP occupation with its long
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Fig. 8. Diagram showing the relations between PTH/PTHrP and elemental concentrations in serum and hair starting from Ca
deficiency.

dwell time on the associated receptors. This makes the Ca deficiency serious and increases the serum
[PTH] to promote the bone resorption; because of abundant amounts of the PTH/PTHrP receptors for
bone resorption [7] the competition for the receptors between PTH and the less effective PTHrP does
not take place. The existence of PTHrP in serum is considered to cause bone resorption with less renal
Ca reabsorption.

6. Conclusion
The cancer process was found to leave evidence of itself as concentration abnormalities of various
elements along hair strands. To read this memory, the relative concentrations defined by Eq. (2) without
correction for hair thickness were measured by XFA. The content of an element in hair must be equal to
the inflow of the element into the hair-making cells from serum. Elements having their ion channels in
cell membrane were observed to have the upper and lower levels in hair concentration associated with
ion-channel gating. Cancer is believed to be generated at the long-lasting upper level of hair [Ca] by
PTH-operated channel gating, which decreases gradually toward the lower level with the cancer growth.
This [Ca] decay process was formulated as a function of the concentration ratio [PTHrP]/[PTH] in serum
and dwell-time ratio τC /τO (= 150) on their common cellular receptors. The longer dwell time of PTHrP
makes early cancer detection possible. Since the time ratio between channel closing and gating for a cell
is equal to the number ratio between channel closing and gating cells, the longer dwell time of PTHrP
is equivalent to the cancer criterion of 1 < [Sr]H /[Ca]H < 4 due to Eqs (20) and (21) applicable for the
range of 10 < [Ca]H < 50 without store-operated Ca channel gating.
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The long-lasting upper level of hair [Ca] was often observed without cancer, and was referred to as an
“LD type” indicating a chronic Ca deficiency and possible cancer risk. The cancer generation from this
type can be distinguished by whether the observed hair [Ca]H and [Sr]H have the ratio [Sr]H /[Ca]H = 4
for LD type or 1 < [Sr]H /[Ca]H < 4 for cancer.
The inflow of Ca (and Sr) through gating Ca channels causes deterioration in cell functions, as seen
from the two examples: (1) The Ca inflow into hepatocytes deteriorates the liver’s function to excrete
excess metals into bile, causing metal inflow and accumulation in cells. (2) The Ca ion inflow into
erythrocytes results in alkalosis. Such abnormalities as well as the long-lasting Ca (and Sr) inflow into
cells totally may trigger the final stage of the mutation series [1] required for cell canceration. In fact,
cancer generation at the upper [Ca]H level has been observed for other kinds of cancer encountered in
these studies, such as lung, liver, prostate and the stomach. The observations in Figs 4–7 suggest that
the long-lasting Ca (Sr) inflow into cells through gating channels is a necessary condition for cancer
formation. It seems likely that calcium abnormalities are not only an effect but a cause of cancer, and
that some cancer protection can be realized by maintaining a proper diet and avoiding significant calcium
deficiency.
The hair analysis by XF provides a new diagnosis on cell ion channel gating. It serves as an indirect
evaluation of PTHrP as a cancer marker, though the analysis of PTHrP itself has been problematic
because of difficulties in quantitating it. Hair analysis is painless for the subjects and may bring an
economic impact by early detection of cancer, in the evaluation of new cancer therapies, and in helping
to define the role of diet in cancer prevention.
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